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• DESIGN:
  • Design Organizational Systems to Address Human Needs

• LEADERS:
  • Develop Leaders with Participative Management Competency

• PEBBLES:
  • Remove Sources of Frustration and Inefficiency

• SECOND VICTIMS:
  • Reduce Preventable Harm and Support Second Victims

• COMMENSALITY:
  • Build Community and Camaraderie

• RESILIENCE:
  • Bolster Individual Wellness
Burnout Consequences

• ↓ Professionalism 5 6
• ↑ Medical errors 1-3 11 12 13 15
• ↓ Patient Satisfaction 7 14
• ↓ Productivity ↑ Turnover 9
• ↑ Suicidal Ideation 9 10
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Leadership Index
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Five Leader Index Behaviors

- **Appreciation:**
  - Express gratitude in a meaningful way to colleagues

- **Transparency:**
  - Share what you know with the team

- **Ideas:**
  - Consistently solicit input of coworkers

- **Career:**
  - Support professional aspirations of staff

- **Inclusion:**
  - Nurture a culture where all are welcome and psychologically safe
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